Join Us!
and Help Us Fund Critical Congenital Heart Defect Research.

September 20, 2020 at 9:00 AM
2020’s event is Virtual

This fundraising event allows participants to participate virtually, with engaging and fun activities and events throughout Walk week, and culminating with mission updates, research remarks, our Moment of Silence and more on Walk day. Please fundraise or donate in support of our mission!

To register, begin fundraising and to donate, visit us at [http://give.ChildrensHeartFoundation.org/WalkForCHDResearchDenver](http://give.ChildrensHeartFoundation.org/WalkForCHDResearchDenver) or scan our QR Code.

Congenital Heart Defects (CHDs) are the most common birth defect, affecting nearly 1 in 110 babies in the U.S., and are the leading cause of birth defect-related deaths. The Children’s Heart Foundation is the nation’s leading organization solely dedicated to funding CHD research, and since 1996 has funded more than $13 million to advance the most promising research for the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of CHDs.
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